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Abstract

Atmospheric deposition ol acidic cloud water is thought to be one of the causes ior the recent lorest decline inindustrialized areas ol the world. The present paper presents results irom the Mountain Acid Deposrtion program
(MADPro), a part ol EPA's clean Air status and rrends Network, (CASTnet). we r-rsed automared cloud rvatercollectors at three selected mountain sites (whitelace Mt.. NYr whitetop Mt.. vA: and clingman.s Dome, TN) to takehourly samples from non-precipitating clouds durrng remperare tnon- frlering) r.;r;;; J.*n;;;tom l99zl to 1997.Samples were promptly analyzed lor pH, conductivity. and concentration oldissoived ions. cloud liquio water content(LwC) and meteorological parameters were measured at each site. Mean cloud lrecluencies and LWC of clouds werehigher at whiteface Mt. NY. than in the Southern Appalachians. The lour most prevalent ions found in clor-rd watersamples were usually. in order ol decreasing concentrition: sulfate (Soi )hydrogen (Hu). ammoniLrrn {NHi), andnitrate (No. ) within cloud events the concentration ol these major ioris tended to co-vary. Typically there rvas rninverse relationship between LWC oi the cloud and ionic concentraiion of the cloud water. During the san.rpling season.the highest lonic concentmtions wcre seen during mid-summer. Ionic concentrations of samples lrom the southern siteswere significantly higher than samples lrom whitelace Mt., but lurther anaiysis indicates thai this is at ieast partially dueto the north-south diffe|ence in the LWC olclouds. MADPTo results are shown to be comparable rvith previor-rs studiesolcloud chemistry in North America. tt 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights r.eserved.
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l. Introduction

1.1. Acid clouds and high-eletation ecosrstems

Clouds can contatn high ooncentrations of acids
and other dissolved ions, depending on past trajectories
(Mohnen and Vong, 1993). Cloud rvarer is typically from
5 to 20 times more acidic than rain water (Mohnen, 1990:
Vong et al., 1991). This can ieatl to larqe amounts of
acidic deposition on vegetation and soils ol high_elev_
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ation ecosystems. Clouds can contribute well over 509,0
to the exposure and deposition of poilutants at high
elevations compared with rainlall and dry deposition
(Murthy and Ane.1a, 1990: Lovett and Kinsman" 1990:
Vong et al.. 1991; Wearhers et al., 19921 Fuzz.i and
Wagenbach, 1997). These estimates agree with indepen-
dent summaries by the National Acidic precrpitrtron
Program (NAPAp) lHicks et al., 1991; Sisterson et al..
1991). Recent studies suggest that dry deposition may
also increase considerably at higher elevations (Graus_
tein and Turekian, 1986; Lovett et al., 1999).

Widespread injury to mountain forests has been
documented since the 1970s in West Cermany and other
parts ol Europe (Blank. l9g5), and later in the
Appalachian Mountains oI eastern North Anterica

All rghts rescrvcd.
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(NIcLaLrghlin. 1985; Hornbeck and Smith. 1985). Consis-

tent evidence sllpports the conclusion that acidic cloud

water. by reducing cold tolerance, is one ol the caus:rl

factors leading to the recent decline of Red Spruce in the

northeastern US (Eager and Adams. 1992). Other pos-

sible mechanisms olforest damage from acidic deposition

include extensive leaching ol cations and amino acids

(Scherbatskoy and Klein, 1983), nitrogen overload. alu-

minum toxicity, and the combined effect of :rcid rain. acid

log, oxidants and heavy metals (Schemenauer, 1986:

Mclaughlin et nl.. i990. 1991).

1.2. Cloud monitoring in eastern North America

Three previous cloud monitoring efforts have chararcter-

ized cloud lvater chemtstry in North America. (1) The

Cloud Water Project (CWP), Weathers et al. (1986, 1988.

1995) was a synoptic study of rain and cloud water chem-

istry on mountains ranging from Puerto Rico to Alaska.

(2) The US Envtronmental Protection Agency's Mountain

Cloud Chemistry Program, (lvlCCP)' which was opera-

tional lrom 1986-1989, collected and analyzed cloud water

samples from the mountains of the eastern US (Mohnen

and Kadlecek. 1989; Saxena et al., 1989; Vong et al., 1991;

Li and Aneia. 1992; Mohnen and Vong, 1993). (3) The

Canadian, Chemistry of High Elevation Fog (CHEF)

project, in operation lrom 1985-1991, measured cloud

chemistry on some of the northern mountatns of eastern

North America. (Schemenauer, i986; Schemenauer and

Winston, i988; Schemenauer et al., 1995).

Data collected by these studies assisted the National
Acid Precipitation Assessment Program (NAPAP) evalu-

ate the role ol airborne chemicals in. the changing con-

dition ol forests. The NAPAP Integrated Assessment of

1990 concluded that a limited number of forest eco-

systems were at risk from acidic deposition and that

additional ecosystems would be at risk in the future. In

1990. the Clean Air Act was amended to require a 4070

reduction olsullur dioxide emissions from 1986 leveis' to

occur in two phases - the llrst to be completed by the

year 2000 and the second phase by the year l0i0 Title IX
of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 also mandates

the depioyment of a national monttoring network to

track the effectrveness ol emission reduction programs

as to deposition. air quality and changes to affected

ecosystems. The Clean Air Status and Trends Network
(CASTNet) was implemented by US Environmental

Protection Agency in 1991 in response to this mandate.

The Mountain Acid Deposition Program (MADPro)

was rnitiated in 1993 as part of the CASTnet program.

MADPTo monitoring efforts have locused on the design

and implementation of an automated cloud water coilec-

tion system in combination rvith continuous mea-

surement of cloud iiquid ivater content (LWC) and

meteorological parameters relevant to the cloud depos-

ition process. Three permanent cloud sampling sites arc

Enironnent 33 ( 1q99) 5 l()5-5 I l1

currently operational: Whitelace Mouutain. NY. Ciing-

m:rn's Dome. NC. and Whitetop Nlountrin. VA.

MADPTo resuits (1994-1991) are presented as answers

to three questions: (a) Wh:rt are the means ol cloud

liequency, liquid water content and cloud chemtstrv rtt

the sites? (b) How do the chemistry and liquid water

content vary within an event and during a collectitln

season? (c) Are there spatial (latitudinal) patterns among

the sites and to what extent are the piitterns in chemistry

related to the variation in LWC'I

2. Experimental

2.1. MADPTo sites

The three MADPTo sites. widely strung along the

chain of Appalachian Mountains that traverse the east-

ern US, all have a history of atmospheric and ecologicai

research.
Whitelace Mountain (44'21'58"N, 73'54'10"W) is loca-

ted in the northeastern Adirondacks in upper New York
state. The MADPTo research station is above tree line at

1483 m. The instrumentation is on the top ffoor of

a four-story observatory at the summrt, with the cloud-

water collector, particie volume monitor (PVM) and

meteoroiogicai sensors mounted on the flat circul:rr roof.

Whitetop Mountain (36'38'20"N, 81'36'19"W) is

located in the Mount Rogers National Recreation Area

ol the Jefferson National Forest in southwestern Vir-
ginia. It is 6 km southwest of Mount Ro-eers, the highest

peak in Virginia. The MADPTo research station is rt
1686 m on the main ridge line of the Appalachirtn llnge.

Clingman's Dome (35'33'47"N, 8l'29'55"W) is the

highest mountain in the Great Smoky Mountains Na-

tional Park. The solar powered MADPTo site at rn
elevation of 2014 m is located approxim:rtely 50 m SW of

the spirai'tourist'tower at the surnmit. Electronic instru-

mentation is housed in a small Park Service buiiding, and

the cloud water collector, PVM and meteorological sen-

sors are positioned on top of a 50 ft scaffold tower (at

2029 m).

Sites were initiated each spring as soon as local condi-

tions would ailow and maintained through autumn; June

through September for Whiteface Mt. and May through

October lor Whitetop Mt. and Clingmans Dome.

2.2. ALrtomatecl cloud water collection

In a previous paper we gave details ol the development

of our automated cloud water collectlon system (Baum-

gardner et al., 1997). The system includes: an automated

cloud water collector for hourly cloud water sampling;

a Particle Volume Monitor (PVN4) lor continuous deter-

mination ol liqurd water content of clouds; a meteoro-

logical station for continuor-rs measurements ol lvind
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speed. wind direction, temperature. relative humidity.
solar radiation, and precipitation; and a data acquisition
system that collects and stores the electronic information
from various monitors and sensors. Sites may also have
a dry deposition filter prck rnd r wet deposi;ion system
consisting of a precipitation collector and rain gauge.

The automated system utilizes a passive string collec-
tor (also called the Mohnen collector, or ASRC design),
previously used manually in the MCCp study. Collection
depends on ambient wind speed to impact cloud water
droplets onto 0.4 mm Teflon@ wires strung between two
circular disks (Falconer and Falconer, 19g0; Mohnen
and Kadlecek, 1989). By gravity, the droplets then run
down the strings into a lunnel and through Tellon@
tubing into sample bottles in a refrigerated carousel.

The PVM from Gerber Scientific (Gerber, 19g4)
measures liquid water content and mean droplet size ol
ambient clouds. A narrow beam from a 7g0 nm laser
diode irradiates the cloud droplets in the open air along
a 40 cm path, and the amount of lorward scatter is
measured, translated and expressed as grams of water per
cubic meter of air (g m - 3).

The system is set up so that when the liquid water
content of a cloud exceeds 0.05 g m - 3 and wind speed is
higher than 2.5 m s 1, and ambient air temperature is
2'C, and there is no rainfall, then the colleitor is ac-
tivated and projected out ol its prorective housing. With_
in the conrext of the this study, therefore, a Jloud is
operationally defined as non-precipitating and having
a iiquid water content ol 0.05 g m-r or higher. as mea_
sured by the PVM. This threshold was established rn
order to have comparability with the MCCp measure-
ments, which were made lor the most part with Mallant
Optical Cloud Detectors set at a threshold ol approxim-
ately 0.04 g m-3 lMohnen et al., 1990). The wind speed
threshold of 2.5m s-1 was established because cloud
water collection rs erratic and inefficient at low wind
speeds < 2.5 m s- r. Higher wind speeds were necessary
to yield the minimum of 30 ml required lor sample analy-
sis. The temperarure limit was ser to prorect against
damage from rime ice formation. The rainfall limit was
established because, within the objectives of this study,
only samples ol non-precipitating clouds are collected
(when a rain detector is activated, the string collector
retracts into the protective sheath and cloud water collec-
tion is suspended).

2.3. Cloud water analysis

Hourly samples of cloud water were gathered from the
collector cooler by the site operator within 24 h of each
cloud event. The operator recorded time. date, and vol_
ume of each sample on a report form, measured pH and
conductivity, and decanted samples into 250 ml bottles
lor shipping r.vithin coolers to the laborator.y. Every tenth
sample was tested for pH and conductivity as :r check on

field determinations (20mI was rentoved with a slr.inge
for these measurements). SOi-, NOt, Cl - and NOl
were enalyzed by ion chromatography and (N Hi )

coiorimetrically. A known relerence was analyzecl at the
beginning and completion ol each run to veril_v :tccurulcv.
and a duplicate analyzed every 10th ,u-pl. ,., *r,trl
precision. Laboratorv precision and accuracy results are
avaiiable (Environmenttl prorection,qgencv. iqSA).

3. Results

3.1. Cloud Jrequenct and liquid water content

MADPTo mean monthly cloud lrequencies from
Whitelace Mr., Ny are shown (Fig. 1) along with
monthly cloud frequency data from MCCp for Whiteface
to provide a longer time series for comparison. At all
MADPTo sites, cloud frequency is higher during the
months of August and September. Cloud lrequencl is
generally highest at Whitface Mt. with large year ro year
variation in cloud frequency at each site.

Mean monthly liquid water content of clouds at
Whitetop Mt. and Whiteface Mt. are compared, (Fi-e. 2).
These means were caiculated by taking the mean ol all
5-min average LWC values of 0.05 g m 3 or higher dur_
ing each month. Comparison of seasonal meaniof LWC
lor Clingmans Dome and Whitetop Mt. indicate that the
two southern sites are statistically similar. CIoud liquitt
water content at Whiteface Mt. is twice as high as at the
southern sites. The year to year variation in LWC is not
as great as the north-south variation in cloud frequency.
Previous studies also noted this pattern of hisher LWC
in the northern areas (Mohnen and Vong, 1993;
Schemenauer et a1., 1995).

3.2. Cloud water chemistry

Over 4200 hourly samples of cloud water were ana_
lyzed lrom the three sites over the lour years. yearly
(seasonal) means, are provided along with minimum and
maximum values in Table 1. The means of the major ions
(without min/max values) are plotted, (Fig. l), to provi<1e
a visual display of these patterns.

SO]- was the anion in highest concentration at all
sites lor all years. The mean SOI- for the MADpro
ranged between 200 and 400peq l-1.The maximum
SOi concentrations, which o..ri in a small number of
events are as much as an order olmagnitude more than
mean values. NOf is the second highest anion with mean
values which range from 100 to 200 peq I r with max_
imum values as high as 1000-2000peq 1 r. Cl makes
a minor contribution with means of less than 50 peq l-r
H* is in the highest concentration of all the cations.
followed closely by the level ol NHi. Ca+* has the
highest mean concentration of the base cations. lollowed
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Fig. 1. MCCP (1986-89) and MADpro (1994-jg96) monrhly cloud frequency

by Na* at the southern sites and Mg? + at Whiteface Mt.
The pH oi samples collected at the Whitetop site tends to
be aggregated in the range of pH 4-3 durine the enrire
cloud event. The site at Whiteface usually iecords pH
values at the beginning of a cloud event in the range of
pH 4-3; however, by the end ol an event the pH values
are in the range of pH 5-6.

Conductivity measurements were taken usually within
24 h of collection and reflect total ionic concentrations.
The pattern evidenced in the mean conductivity values
for MADPTo sites suggests a north-south difference, with
the Whiteface Mt. site having generally cleaner cloud
water sampies and the Clingman's Dome the most pol_
luted samples.

The sulfate to nitrate ratio (SO] -iNO!) averaged over
the lour year period is remarkably consistent between the
sites, lowest at Whrtetop (2.j.6+ 0.15), lollowed by
Whitelace (2.35 + 0.27) and highest at Clineman's Dome
(2.54 + 0.1s).

4. Discussion

1.1. Cloud frequenc.v

Cloud frequency in the Appalachian Mountains was
the subject of a recent analysis by Markus et al. (1991) of
site specific findings from MCCp (1996-19g9) and the

Summer Average

regional results lrom the Reai-Time Nephanalysrs
{RTNEPH) (Fye. 1978). The conclusions lrom this ana-
lysis suggest that Appalachian peaks above 1 100 m
could expect the greatest cioud frequency, and that peaks
higher than 1400 m could expect cloud frequencies be_
tween 29 and37ok. MADpro vajues lall within this range
lor seasonal averages, however. monthly values may ex_
ceed this ran_qe. especialty for Whitelace Mt.

4.2. Cloud water pH

Mean summer pH vaiues lor the three NIADpro sites
lor 1994-1991 are srmtiar to the three-year averages from
MCCP (1986-1988) lor Whitelace Mt. (3.69) and White_
top Mt. (3.46). (Schemenauer et a1., 1995). The site at
Clingman's Dome was not operational durine MCCp;
however, a site at Mt. Vlitchell (to the northeast"o5 km. at
near identrcal eievation) was a site during MCCp and
recorded a three year average cloud water pH of 3.34,
compared with the Clingman's overall mean ol 3.54. The
mean pH vaiues for the MADpro sites are in the range ol
values lor cloud water pH recorded during MCCp, the
Canadian CHEF program and earlier cjoud water mea_
surements in the Appalachians (Falconer and Falconer,
1980; Weathers, 1986).

The lowest pH values generally occur during Juiy and
eariy August, with cleaner clouds in spring and autumn.
The sites at Whitetop Mt. and Clingman,s Dome in the

southern
vaiues thi
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southern Appalachians generally have lower mean pH
values than Whrtelace Mt. in the northern Appalachians.

1.3. Variation within cloud euent ancl collection .season

The concentrations of major ions in the houriv sam_
ples of cloud water tend to co-vary through .u.ntr, uru_
ally in the same pattern of relative concentration noted in
Fig.3, i.e., SOI- concentration highest, followed by H*,
with lower concentrations of NHf, and NOf . Within
individual cloud events we have observed a typical pat_
tern of inverse relationships between LWC oi ihe cloud
and ionic concentration ol the cloud water samples.
probably due to dilution/evaporation effects. An example
of this observation is shown in Fig. 4.

There is a great amount ol variation in ionic concen_
tration and pH ol cloud water samples through e:rch

season. wrth differences in ionic concentration as great as
three orders ol magnitude. Samples collected in the
mrddle of summer tend to be more acidic than in spring
or autumn, e.g., in 1995 all of the pH measurements
below 3 were from samples collected in July or Aususr.

5. Latitudinal patterns: north-south trend in ionic
concentration?

The CHEF and MCCp researchers noticed a general
north-south difference in ionic concentration oi cloud
water from eastern North America (.lrlohnen et al., 1990;
Schemenauer et al., 1995), with southern sites tending to
have higher levels of SOI- and H+. Four years ol our
MADPTo data reflect the same pattern. Statistical com-
parison ol SOi- levels in ail Whiteface Mt., Ny samples

N1994 t1995 tr1996Whiteface Mt.

Whitetop Mt.
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Tablc i

MeanpH.conductivity(phos) urdionconccntrxtions(peq/'1)oiclorldwatersamplcscollcctedirtfilADPrositeshoml994throughl99T
(number ol sarnples in parentheses;

1 994 Whitciace Nlountlin Whitetop Vlountain Clingman's dome

Mean (180) Min Max Mean (163) VIin N,lax Not irdequateii/ sampletl in 1994

pH
Cond
H
NH*
SO*
NO.
NO:
Ca
Mg
Na
K
C1

I 995

pH
Cond
H
NH*
SOr
NO.
No.
Ca
Mg
Na
K
CI

I 996

pH
Cond
H
NHr
SO*
No.
Not
Ca
Mg
Na
K
CI

1997

pH
Cond
H
NH*
SO*
No,
NO.
Ca
Mg
Na
K
CI

3.5 5

t11 .7 5

l81.05
214.20
i67.30
137.00

0.67
27.29

7.29
3.1r

i 0.32

Mean (755)

3.69
125.19
205.72

191.98
295.0?-

1.10

27.98

7.15

5.01

2.38

10.48

Vlean (6215)

3.8 3

r24.10
141 .87

126.63

198.24
85.3 3

0.92
15.0r

3.7 4

3.02
1.63

7.01

Mean (469)

3.71
121.02
183.46

166.64
)12.18
]]4.45

0.93
3.+.1 I

9.66

6.07
2.40

10.33

5.7 8

857.00

281 8.38
1421.41

2625.00

1 078.5 8

4.86

228.05
59.50

51.91
39.23

94.3'7

6.48
i 400.00
2454.71

I 3'14.29

3116.67

1078.57
9.93

499. i 5

86.67
23 6.78

2.6.37

134.65

5.93
921 .00

L 548.82

I I 78.57
2179.11

764.29

12.21

350.38
48.14

104.75
40.62
7 6.90

6. l0
978.00

I 348.96
1721.43

295 8.3 3

I 900.00

8.57
7 4I .2.5

225.5 5

132.07

35.98
r09 86

Mean (143)

3.60
151.57

253.90

179.99
3 50.29

I 28.70
1.25

27.39

1 r.60
28 64

2.90

37.25

Mean (123)

3.5 5

215. I I

278.72

I13.40
103.51

15673
1.80

40.66

1 2.93
15.94

3.6 r

21 .06

Mean (314)

3.50
lrt <.r

3r6.12
239.40
114.01
119 18

t.31
10 64
10.75

I 6.01

2.E9

2.55
2.30

1.66

0.71

1.04

2.00
0.29

0.15

0.75
0.79

0. 13

0.56

2.61

2.83
0.33

0.71

1.8 I

0.71
0.21

0.25

0.25

0. i3
0.08

0.08

2.81

1.80

t.t7
0.71

1.i5
1.29

0.29
0.15

0.25

0.22
0.i3
0.56

I a?

1.90
0.79

0.71

0.83

0.64

0.29
0. l5
015
0.22
0.13

0,56

3.60
I 45.30
248.80
18 1.00

309.20
1 38.80

0.87

19.02

8.03
15.56

). / )

26.24

Mean (574)

3.57
15'7.39

266.24

202.23
33 8.87

t72.43
1.28

21.86

10.50
2r.90

1.51

33.79

Mean (207)

3.5 3

111.t6
295..+0

117.t4
3 63.70
156.45

1.51
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21.31
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Southern Mts.

and MADPro. showing general north-south trend in

(n: 1982) with all samples from Whitetop Mt.. VA
(n : 138,1) shows a highly significant difference in mean
SOi values (mean WF :197.1 + (11.8) peq I ' 195%
confidence limits), mean WT :264.6( + 15.5) pLeq l-':
t-test: P < 0.001). When data irom MCCP. CHEF and
MADPTo are combined. the pattern of overall means

also suggest a north-south trend (Fig. 5).

The apparent north-south trend in H* and SOI-
concentration may be an artifact oi the generally higher
liquid water content ol northern clouds compared with
southern clouds. To test this idea. the eariier statistical
comparison between MADPTo SOI levels (a11 White-
face Mt samples vs. al1 Whitetop Mt. samples) was recal-
culated using normalized SO] vaiues. i.e., each SOI-
conc. is multiplied by the average LWC of the cioud
during its collection time. When these normalized values
(ionic conc. per unit of air) were subjected to the same

statistical comparison (all WF vs. all WT), the significant
difference between the two means disappears (WF
:91.2 + 4.8 (95% confidence limits), WT : 88.2( + 5.

1); r-Test: P : 0.20). This indicates that the apparent
north-south trend in ionic concentration is partially due
to the difference in LWC between northern and southern
clo uds.

5 - I . Patterns oJ- uariation through sectsotls and euent.s

At Whiteface Mt. the mode pH was 4, with a strong
tailing to pH values ol 5-6. At Whitetop N{t. the mode

pH rvas 3.t with i'erv samples greater than a pH of 5. The
site at Clingman's Dome showed a mode pH ol 3.6.

Niinimum pH valr-res fbr cloud water samples during the

{rrst three yeirrs ol NIADPTo are in the range ol 2.5-3.0.
The patterns of pH lrequency distribution are similar to
those reported by the CHEF study (Schemenauer et al.,

1995). Histogrirms show the characteristic shape indicat-
ing a bell curve rvith tailing at higher pH values.

in considering general patterns of cloud r.vater pH and
ionic concentration. the lrrree vrliation rmonq samples

must be noted. Logically, there are two main sources of
variation in ionic concentration of cloud water samples:

within-cloud variation and between-cloud variation.
Within any cioud event. the primary vanatron in ion

concentration probably comes from differences in liquid
water content. At the edge ol a cloud, dropiets are smailer
and ionic concentration higher than in the middle ol the
cloud, where droplets are larger and more diiute. How-
ever. when concentration values are normalized with
respect to LWC (conc. in lLeq I t multiplied by LWC in
g m 3 - normrlized conc. i.e.. ion concentrltion per unit
of air), then the varration is redr,rced considerabiy.

Between different cloud events, there is certainly
mr-rch variation due to meteorologicai factors, i.e., the
history ol the air mass lor the last l'erv days prior to
arriving at the mountain. We have combined this ap-

proach with a back-trajectory analysis in a second paper

ci-raracterizing currenl trends in cloud chemistry in the

eastern US.
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6. Comparison of MADpro results to other studies

Two extensive previous studies of cioud chemistry in
the eastern US were the MCCp and the CHEF pro_
grams. Earlv in the MADpro study, we ran various
quality assurance inter-comparisons designed to test the
comparability of our results with previous MCCp data.
The results showed that the two data sets are compara-
ble, (QST Environmental, Inc., 1996).

When mean ionic concentrations of major ions (sum_
med across time) from these previous databases are com-
pared with overall means (over three years) from the
present MADPTo study (Fig. 6), the MADpro means are
quite simiiar to the previous determinations. MCCp
s:rmpies were collected at Whitelace Mt. at two elev_
ations-the sr-rmmit (where MADpro sampling takes
place) and at a iower elevation near cioud base.

7. Conclusions

Four years of MADPTo operarion indicates the follorv_
ing:

1. MADPTo results are comparable to the MCCp and
CHEF data sets. Our quality assurance procedures

ias well as QC checks by MCCp relating to CHEtr)
and the similarity between means, cioud frequencies.
cloud LWC, sample distributions, and patterns of
variation observed by the different programs _ all
support this conclusion.

2. Mean cloud lrequencies and LWC of clouds were
higher at Whiteface Mt.. Ny, than in the Southern
Appalachians.

5.

The lour most prevalent ions found in cloud water
samples were usually, in order of decreasing concen_
tration, sullate (SOl ), hydrogen (H+), ammonium
(NH;), and nitrare (NOj) Within cloud events rhe
concentration oi these major ions tended to co_vary,
and there was typically an inverse relationship be-
tween LWC of the cloud and ionic concentration ol
the cloud water.
During the sampling season. highest ionic concen_
trations were seen during mid-summer.
Ionic concentrations ol samples lrom the southern
sites were significantly higher than samples lrom
Whitelace Mt.. but further analysis indicates this
observzrtion is at least partially due to the North
- South difference in LWC of clouds.
The great variability in ionic concentration olcloud
water is partially related to differences in cloud
LWC.
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